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SUSY particles are produced in pairs and decay either directly or via cascades into
the stable neutralino 
0
1
(LSP). Typical signatures are multi-lepton and/or multi-jet
nal states with large missing energy. The kinematics of the decay chain allow to
identify and to reconstruct the masses of the primary and secondary sparticles.





























spectrum of the decay muons is at, see g. 2, and the end points can be related













































. Despite the low cross section of 4 fb such a








of  0:2%, see g. 2. A nal example is sneutrino production, where the avour




































lead to a clean 3l

+ 2j topology and can be
used to determine the chargino-neutralino mass dierence very accurately within

















































Production of neutralinos and charginos The lightest observable neutralino
2










. In a direct production the
energy spectrum of the di-lepton system can be used to determine the masses of the




abundantly produced in decay chains and from the upper edge of the di-lepton mass







58:6  0:05 GeV, essentially only limited by systematics. Similarly, the copiously














) = 55:8 0:05 GeV.








































s = 320 GeV, spectra shown in g. 3, is background free and gives































contamination of < 10%, see
g. 3. The large visible cross section, 
LR
B = 330 fb, compensates for the worse















at 320 GeV (left part) and di-jet








at 320 GeV (right part).























(right). Measurements assume L = 10 fb
 1
per point.
Threshold scans Further improvement on sparticle masses may be achieved
through threshold scans. Such measurements are relatively simple, they essentially
3
count additional signatures over a smooth background. Scans have been simulated
by assuming a luminosity of 100 fb
 1
distributed over 10 equidistant points, this
procedure is not optimized. The cross section for gaugino pair production rises
/ , while the onset of slepton pair production is slower / 
3
, see excitation curves
in g. 4. Excellent mass resolutions below 100 MeV can be obtained for the light
chargino/neutralinos, degrading for the heavier  states to the per mil level. Similar
precisions can be obtained for the rst generation sleptons and right smuon. Higher
mass states of the second and third generation suer from low detectable cross
sections, but still accuracies of a few per mil are achievable.
The results of the various mass measurements using dierent techniques are
compiled in table 1.
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). The last column indicates
the sensitivity to SUSY parameters.
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3 Determination of SUSY parameters
The precise mass measurements of sleptons, neutralinos and charginos constitute
an over-constrained set of observables which allow to determine the structure and
parameters of the underlying SUSY theory. For example slepton universality can
be readily tested to better than a percent. The sensitivity of the particle masses to
the MSSM or mSUGRA parameters is indicated in table 1.







; tan and sign . The renormalisation group equations (RGE) are
applied to extrapolate the masses to their common values at the GUT scale, where
4









masses and their errors a 
2
t is performed to determine in a top-down approach
the errors of the mSUGRA parameters assuming the sign of  to be known. The
magnitude of  is obtained implicitly by the requirement of electroweak symmetry





very precisely to better than a per mil, tan  to better than a percent and there
is even some sensitivity to the trilinear coupling A
0





can be obtained using particle production which occur below
thresholds of about 270 GeV for this model, the accuracy on A
0
and tan  requires
using thresholds up to about 400 GeV.




is relaxed, so that the







can still be determined within a per mil accuracy. The other parameters
tan  and A
0
have slightly enlarged uncertainty.
The results of both ts are summarized in the following table. It is obvious
that the inclusion of cross section measurements will improve these results.
parameter true value error
m
0
100 GeV 0.09 GeV
m
1=2
200 GeV 0.10 GeV
A
0
0 GeV 6.3 GeV
tan  3 0.02
sgn() + not t
parameter true value error
m
0
100 GeV 0.09 GeV
M
1
200 GeV 0.20 GeV
M
2
200 GeV 0.20 GeV
A
0
0 GeV 10.3 GeV
tan  3 0.04
sgn() + not t
4 Conclusions
The high luminosity of Tesla allows to disentangle the production and (cascade)




beams is extremely important for optimizing signal/background ratios. Precision
measurements of SUSY particle properties are achievable within reasonable time,
e.g. masses with an accuracy of Æm  0:3 GeV in the continuum and Æm  0:1 GeV
at threshold. Such measurements can be used in a RGE analysis of the mass
spectrum to determine the underlying SUSY model and parameters very accurately.
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